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IOM Iraq, December 2015

The crises in Iraq and Syria have caused 

unprecedented displacement and human 

suffering. In Iraq alone, there are over 3 

million displaced Iraqis and nearly 250,000 

Syrian refugees. Efforts to provide for these 

populations stretches the resources of local 

authorities and host communities.

Displaced people have a wide range of 

needs: shelter, non-food items, livelihoods 

assistance and education support. The 

International Organization for Migration 

(IOM) in Iraq, through the support of the 

Government of Japan, is providing transportation, livelihoods assistance and provision 

of emergency relief supplies.

These opportunities, provided in cooperation with the United Nations Humanitarian 

Country Team, humanitarian partners and local governments, are the sustaining hope 

for thousands of Syrian refugees and displaced Iraqis. We look forward to continuing 

these operations to assist the most vulnerable through their displacement.

Dr. Thomas Lothar WEISS
Director-Chief of Mission, IOM Iraq

December 2015
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In 2015, Japan generously funded two IOM Iraq 
projects to assist Syrian refugees and internally 
displaced Iraqis, respectively: 

Emergency and Livelihoods Assistance to Syrian Refugees

Provision of Non-Food Items (NFIs) to individuals most affected by 
the humanitarian crisis in Iraq 

These projects enabled IOM Iraq to provide: 

Livelihoods Assistance including vocational training, on-the-job 
training, business support packages and market revitalization, 
benefitting 410 Syrian refugees 

Inter-camp transportation for more than 260 refugees and daily 
school transport for more than 190 refugee children 

Distribution of 7,626 NFI kits (distributions ongoing) 
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4 55Nergiz fled Syria with her five family members in August 2013 after an armed group 

attacked her city of Hasakah, in eastern Syria. Explosions raged across the town 

every day, and residents did not know who caused them. 

“We were very scared that the militants would capture the city and kidnap us, the 

women. We were afraid for our honor,” said Negriz. 

“One night fighting broke out and it lasted from 9pm to 2am. The sound of gunfire 

and explosions deafened us. Children trembled with fear. The danger was always 

there. People had lost their jobs and businesses,” said Negriz. 

When Nergiz’s family fled Hasakah, they only took what they could carry: their 

identification documents and some clothes. Nergiz now lives with her family in 

Kawer Gosik Camp for Syrian refugees, near Erbil City. 

“When we first got to the camp the situation was terrible. Some people had not 

taken a bath for a month because there was no water. Others were hungry because 

of the shortage of food, and of course there were no jobs. My father’s hands are 

paralyzed so he is not able to work.”

Nergiz turned to her sister and smiled. “My sister and I wanted to open a hairdressing 

salon to support the family. I received training and a tools package from IOM that I 

will use to start a business.  I am excited and believe I can earn a living and support 

my family. This gives me pride and dignity. I am really thankful for IOM’s support.”
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6 77As the sound of bombings came close to his hometown of Qamishili in northern 

Syria, Ahmed Yousef Ahmed feared for his family. Ahmed’s wife quickly packed 

a bag and then, holding the hands of their three children, they began walking 

to the Iraqi border to cross the Peshkhabur River into the Kurdistan Region.  

 

Since August 2013, the family has lived at Kawer Gosik Camp for Syrian refugees 

near Erbil City. Despite his skills as an electrician, Ahmed found very few job 

opportunities at the camp and due to the lack of affordable transportation, it 

was difficult to work elsewhere.

 

In October 2015, IOM distributed 10 motorbikes funded by Japan to help some 

of the most vulnerable families improve their livelihoods; one was jointly received 

by Ahmed and another Syrian refugee, Asaad Abdulbaqi, also an electrician. The 

two men have been using the motorbike ever since to enhance their opportunities 

and to save desperately needed money. 

 

Ahmed said: “We work together as electricians, we share the motorbike and 

equally divide our earnings. The motorbike is a great help. It expands our reach to 

nearby villages and it reduces the cost of transporting our ladder and equipment 

and work tools. For example, if we earned 50,000 Iraqi dinars from one job, we 

would pay up to 15,000 in transportation fees and this is a lot for us. Now we 

only spend 5,000 on gas and oil for the motorbike. This is a lot of money saved. 

I really thank IOM and Japan for giving us this motorbike.”
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8 9Five prefab cabins lined up in U shape around a small concrete yard with a wire fence 
may look insignificant, but this high school for Syrian refugees at the Basirma Refugee 
Camp, north of Erbil city, is fulfilling its vision of “The Way to the Future” and offers a 
vital opportunity for the boys and girls who attend. For Luqman Mohammed Saeed, 
the school manager, the school’s vision and his dedication to the students give him 
the motivation to keep the school running despite limited resources.  
 
When Luqman assumed responsibilities six months ago, the school was facing several 
challenges, including teaching staff shortage, almost no electricity and no technology 
equipment. Luqman recruited teachers from the Syrian refugee population; the school 
now has a staff of 10 and accommodates 65 high school students. 

 The electricity challenge was eased when Luqman convinced a local contractor at 
the camp to provide a few daily hours of free electricity to the school. Luqman said 

“It is still not sufficient, but it is better now.”
 
In October 2015, thanks to a donation from Japan, IOM provided 10 laptops and a 
projector for the school. Luqman believes the addition of technology improves the 
school standards and makes it a more effective learning center. “This technology 
enhances the school day; graphics and images stimulate the students’ involvement, 
promote learning, and make school more interesting. And computer availability 
supports critical administrative responsibilities: record keeping, transcripts and notices.”

Abbas Ibrahim teaches geography and history.

“Today, we are studying volcanic eruptions as one factor in the process of mountain 
formation; I use the projector to show illustrations and examples,” said Abbas. Then 
he turned to the students and asked, “Who can give examples of such mountains?” 

“Mount Fuji in Japan,” replied one student. 

“Jabal Al-Tair Island mountains in Yemen,” said another. 
 
This year, the school had 13 senior students, eight of whom were admitted into universities 
in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq.
 

“I thank IOM and Japan for contributing to the development of our school. This is really 
valuable and is much appreciated. This school offers a better future for these teenagers 
and protects many of them from high-risk dangers such as early marriage and irregular 
migration.”
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Sipan is a young man from Qamishli city in northern Syria. As the war 

intensified in Syria, he was under pressure to fight with armed groups. To 

escape recruitment, Sipan fled his town with his mother and two siblings in 

2012. To avoid identification during the journey, he did not even carry his 

personal ID.

Sipan and his family made their way to northern Iraq; they now live in Kawer 

Gosik camp for Syrian refugees near Erbil City.

In the fall of 2015, Sipan received a Japan-funded barbering tools package 

from IOM to help start a barbering business. 

“I don’t have a job right now, but receiving the barbering training and this 

tools package from IOM gives me hope,” said Sipan.

“Barbering is not like other businesses. People may lose their jobs, but 

everyone needs to go to the barber, whether or not the economy is down. I 

believe that I will have customers and be able to support my family.”

Sipan appreciates the safety of Erbil but hopes to return home. “My mother 
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NFI Distribution in Erbil

NFI Distribution in Baghdad



NFI Distribution in Kirkuk 

NFI Distribution in Baghdad
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NFI Distribution in Erbil
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18 19Sa’eed and his family are from Baiji, in Salah al-Din governorate. Located 150 

miles north of Baghdad, the city, known for its oil wealth, has witnessed incredible 

violence since the beginning of the crisis in January 2014.

“I was working at my family’s shop when we heard gunfire, and rumours were 

circulating that ISIL had entered Baiji. I left work and went to tell my family. We 

made the decision to stay for a while and see what would happen. We had a 

house, a farm and our shop in Baiji and didn’t want to leave everything behind 

at the first sign of trouble.”

After months of fighting, Sa’eed and his family were among the few left in Baiji. 

The fighting was worsening, and shelling was approaching, so they decided to 

leave. 

“In October 2014, we took our car and some money; we left our property and 

our lives behind. We went to the outskirts of Mosul because it was closer to us 

than Baghdad, and we heard the fighting around Mosul had stopped. We used 

all our money on rent and living expenses. When we ran out of money, we sold 

our car. My father died soon after of a broken heart. Then fighting escalated 

again around Mosul, and we could hear shelling again. We realized that going 

to Mosul was the wrong decision.”

Knowing that his older brother had gone to Baghdad, Sa’eed decided to reunite 

his family there. They hired a minibus and driver to take them to Baghdad. “We 

spent the last money we had to leave Mosul and arrived in Baghdad with nothing. 

We depended on the charity of our family, friends and even strangers.” 

Sa’eed received a non-food item package, 

along with 150 other displaced Iraqi 

families in Baghdad, with the support 

of the Japanese government. “These 

items will make my mother so happy,” said 

Sa’eed. “We need everything. We used 

to have so much, but lost everything in 

our displacement. Of course, these items 

we received today will help us a lot. We 

are grateful to IOM and Japan.”

When asked about the future, despite 

his many displacements and loss, Sa’eed 

tries to stay positive. “I want to start my 

college education his year. My brothers 

and sisters are all in high school. We know 

that having an education is the only way 

we can find work. We want to support 

ourselves; we don’t want to ask people 

for help anymore. This is why education 

is extremely important for us right now.”
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